URBAN DREAMS

midtown development revisited
By Aly Payne

In 1965, Sears sat
quietly on the north side
of Interstate 635, near its
intersection with Preston
Road. It was the first seed of
many that would flourish into
Dallas’ own Valley View Center.
Sanger-Harris was later erected
contiguous to the department
store, followed by several smaller
retail locations. Under the Homart
Development Company, the
mall celebrated its grand
opening in 1973.
Thanks to the Thom McAn
shoe store promotion – a free 8-ounce
steak with any purchase of $5 or more –
it was a monumental occasion boasting
both local and national media attention;
any Texan can surely understand the draw.
And as the 1980s debuted, the state bid
farewell to a 24-year-old blue law, legalizing
activities, such as shopping, on a Sunday.
The crowds and chaos were welcomed,
as Dillard’s, May Department Store (later
renamed Macy’s), and Bloomingdale’s
planted stakes in Dallas’ new mall.
Throughout the 1980s, and under the new
ownership of LaSalle Street Fund, Valley
View Center was one of DFW’s premiere
shopping locations.
Until it wasn’t.

“Because I grew up
in Dallas, not even
bicycling distance from
Valley View mall,I
really understand the
market dynamics of
what has taken place
over the past four
decades and what
I’m fearful could take
place over the next four
decades.”
– Scott Beck, Beck Ventures’ CEO and president
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It was 1996 when the Santa Monica-based
Macerich Company purchased Valley View
for cash and debt, and over the subsequent
12 years, visible decline occurred and the
surrounding area experienced a significant
shift. Adjacent to the mall, neighborhoods
became noticeably younger and less affluent.
The original theater sat empty for over a decade,
legal battles ensued and more stores decided to
part ways, contributing to economic turmoil
that began escalating shortly after the closing
of Bloomingdale’s in 1990. The mall changed
ownership one last time before finally landing
in the hands of Beck Ventures in 2012.
“Because I grew up in Dallas, not even
bicycling distance from Valley View mall,” says
Beck Ventures’ CEO and president, Scott Beck,
“I really understand the market dynamics of
what has taken place over the past four decades
and what I’m fearful could take place over the
next four decades.”
What has taken place is steady development
of those areas just north of Dallas — Plano and
Frisco, for example. What could take place is
a continued expansion beyond our city limits.
As of right now, development has moved so far
north “that the northernmost boundary of the
Metroplex is actually closer to Oklahoma than
Downtown Dallas,” according to Midtown’s
website.
“Dallas has a grow-south initiative,” explains
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Beck, “and it becomes very difficult to grow
south or continue to revitalize Downtown if
the center of our population density effectively
moves from the corner of Preston and 635 down
the street to Park and Preston.”
His solution was Dallas Midtown.
Aside from living in close proximity, the
moniker may ring a bell from our 2014 Next
Big Idea roundtable discussion; but, at that
point, it was merely an ambitious revitalization
concept not yet coming to fruition. Today, the
plan is picking up momentum, and it has the
potential to entirely transform the North Dallas
Community.
While Beck is responsible for the initial
concept, he later proposed the idea to the
North Dallas Chamber – who encouraged
the city of Dallas to help with funding – and is
quick to give credit to the architectural firms,
civic leaders and neighborhood associations
likewise responsible for its evolution. What
started as a simple hope of reviving a dilapidated
mall now spans a total of 460 acres. In fact,
Dallas Midtown, in all its depth, breadth and
complexity, can best be likened to an “urban
sprawl,” though it aims to do more than simply
expand our district; it aspires to do so on an
epic scale.
“We changed a significant amount of the
zoning bill so we could put in new form-based
development,” says Dallas Council member

Lee Kleinman. “It’s probably the largest urban
infill and redevelopment project in North
America.” As you can likely infer, this is also
the largest district rezone in Dallas history.
The boundaries reach from Preston to the Toll
Road and from 635 to a street just south of Alpha
called Southern Boulevard.
The architects at OMNIPLAN, a firm that
has always prided itself on creating a destination
through the thoughtful knitting of various
amenities, are behind the unified vision. “Under
previous ownership, we studied the site and its
possibilities,” says Amanda Buckley, director
of marketing and business development at
OMNIPLAN. “We understand Midtown is
unique in its ability to allow multiple types of
development within an urban setting, centrally
located in one of the strongest economic regions
in the nation.”
Midtown’s central location demands a focus
on street network and requires close attention
to how the proposed ten subdistricts connect,
the goal being a city that feels both urban and
suburban at the same time. “Our hope is that
this project is truly one where you can live in a
modern loft overlooking an 18-acre park, walk
to work at an urban corporate campus across
the street, and grab dinner and a movie at night,”

adds Buckley.
With over 100 property owners involved
in making Midtown a reality – Beck Ventures
owning 17 percent – the actual construction
will be completed in incremental phases, with
a required eight percent dedicated to shared
space, as stated in the development’s guiding
principles. This is an integral component in
Midtown’s creation, and each block offers its
own focal point, either in the form of enhanced
streetscapes, sidewalks or additional green
space. At the heart of the community is a portion
of that shared space, a park measuring over
four times the size of Klyde Warren Park, and
design illustrations almost parallel aspects of
New York’s Central Park – expansive greenery,
beautifully landscaped ponds, and wide, winding
sidewalk trails. For OMNIPLAN, this is the focal
point of the entire development.
EF Properties, a local real estate agency here
in North Dallas, already has plans for their 20
acres, all centered around Midtown Green.
“We’re hoping to deliver land into development
for a hotel, multifamily and office users – all
anchored by the Midtown Park.” The common
ground is expected to not only strengthen
the community but provide amenities that
would further encourage development. “A

“A large, urban,
walkable mixed-use
community is what
North Dallas needs
most.”
– EF Properties
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large, urban, walkable mixed-use community
is what North Dallas needs most,” states EF.
Similarly, with millennials and baby boomers
gravitating toward smaller living corridors,
and luxury apartments and
housing at the core of Midtown,
the shared, collaborative
milieus already promote a
strong sense of cohesion. The
real estate agency expects to
begin development during
2017, as the demolition of the
old Macy’s building on their
property is already underway.
As for the rest of the mall, Valley
View is on borrowed time with
construction commencing this
summer. Currently, it houses
the Gallery at Midtown and
Artist Studios .
But while the Gallery at
Midtown, originally a cultural
experiment, far exceeded preliminary
expectations, the future holds considerably
greater potential for local artists. The Midtown
Park Foundation, of which Beck is among the
founding trustees, conducted a study concluding
six months ago. “After doing reviews and
going through the whole process, park plan
consultants came up with the concept of what
would be called an Exploratorium,” describes
Beck. Ultimately, the Exploratorium will
function as an artist community space within
the park itself, allowing the entity to remain
intact and continue
to prosper.
Midtown undoubtedly endeavors to align the
community ’s interests, satisfying
the corporate executives, the artistically inclined,
the millennials and
the baby boomers.
It also aims to focus on our proverbial future, our
children, leading
to what could be
one of the redevelopment’s greatest contributions – education.
The North Dallas Corridor falls within Dallas
Independent School District (DISD), with the
closest option, more or less, inconveniently
located and offering little competition to
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surrounding prep schools in the area. Dallas
Midtown offers to drastically change the
dynamic and create impeccable advancement
for children of all ages, from all family
backgrounds.
“The geographical area that encompasses
Midtown is all within the boundaries of Dallas
ISD,” begins Edwin Flores, DISD trustee. “But
the boundaries of the Dallas School District do
not match the boundaries of the city of Dallas –
we’re actually, in some ways, much larger. We
incorporate Addison, Farmers Branch, pieces of
Carrollton and Seagoville, but there are areas of
Dallas proper that don’t fall within Dallas ISD.”
To better accommodate our kids, families
and our taxpayers, a unique type of zoning is
necessary, and Midtown may just be part of
that solution. As mixed housing pops up –
offering options that would interest all families
– North Dallas is in the inimitable position to
simultaneously match educational offerings to
those in close proximity. This is where it gets
tricky. In order to be proactive and get ahead of
the curve, North Dallas needs to compete with
K-12 schools.
“ When you analyze the competitive
landscape for schools in that part of Dallas,
it’s prep schools,” says Council Member Lee
Kleinman, who has been working with Flores
on the project. “So if we want to compete for
those kids, we need to provide that same type of
experience.” Kleinman stresses that families are
receptive to this idea, and it will only continue to
attract people and help to drive more residents
toward the North Dallas Corridor.
“Ideally, we want a school where families
that elect to come join – be it in kindergarten,
preschool, or first grade – can choose to go all
the way through, the same way you would in
Greenhill, Parish or Trinity Christian Academy,”
explains Flores. “That would be very unique;
Dallas has no school like that today.”
For those encompassed within the schooling
zone, acceptance will be automatic; for those
outside the zone, a lottery system will come into
play. This would be a high-quality, academically
rigorous institute that would allow for anyone
to apply, without any admissions requirements.
And Flores’ efforts don’t stop there. He’s
thinking big, and he’s thinking of everyone.
Subsequent opportunities arise from a
plan of this nature — one being a jointly owned
library or recreational center with the city.
The facility would be utilized during school
days until approximately three or four o’clock
when it would open to the general public, truly
maximizing its use and full potential. Along the

same lines, Midtown Park could be leveraged
for field space without purchase costs working
against the needs of the school or the children
in attendance.
The new district, with the likelihood of
additional corporate headquarters and new
businesses, will provide a stimulating learning
environment outside the classroom as well. Here
students at the K-12 or surrounding schools
would learn through internships and benefit
from an elevated economic environment.
“We’re looking to have these new choices
for families that never existed before,” states
a proud Flores. While Dallas does have two
jointly owned libraries, it does not currently
have any joint recreational centers. And if
all goes smoothly, and DISD welcomes a new
school in Midtown, it would be the city’s first
opportunity to have a middle school and a high
school north of 635.
Right now, DISD views Dallas Midtown
as a blank canvas. The possibilities are both
exciting and endless, but the biggest challenge
will be finding a piece of land, and Midtown
is home to some of the most expensive land
in Dallas. It won’t be an easy task, but as an
individual driven by a passion for complexity
and challenge, Flores is committed to seeing
his efforts through in a way that’s mindful of the
city’s taxpayers. He continues to work closely
with the city and Council Member Lee Kleinman
in the process.
Council Member Kleinman has been
involved in Dallas Midtown from its inception
and has played an important role in laying the
foundation for what’s to come. In regards to

North Dallas’ economy, there’s so much to
look forward to with the implementation and
completion of the project.
“The city of Dallas is only putting economic
development money on 100 acres,” reports
Kleinman. When you take into account a grand
total of 460 acres, it can give the impression that
Dallas is falling short with its initiative, but it’s
quite the contrary. Dallas is confident that initial
acreage will stimulate a substantial number of
projects to work up a head of steam. Overall,
the city expects full economic recovery, plus
some. “These things become self-fulfilling when
you create a center of economic development,”
Kleinman adds. “It takes on a life of its own and
continues to grow and continues to prosper.”
The greater economic benefits will
contribute to the Dallas community on a longterm basis, but the city will reap rewards along
the way as well. Residents, fatigued at looking
at a dated and underutilized site, are already
beginning to see a light at the end of the tunnel.
Aged apartments and, of course, Valley View
itself, will be demolished in preparation for the
revitalization during the upcoming summer
months.
Once demolition is complete, the city will
begin to see a transformation, and a sense of
enthusiasm about what the future holds will
permeate the North Dallas Corridor. Luxury
housing and the very beginnings of Midtown
Park – wholly dependent on Valley View coming
down – will start to take shape. In fact, the midterm time frame may just be the most exciting
aspect of the entire process, a time filled with
pure imagination and an unobstructed vision

“DISD welcomes
a new school in
Midtown. It would
be the city’s first
opportunity to have
a middle school and
a high school north
of 635.”
–Edwin Flores, DISD trustee
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“Our hope is that this
project is truly one
where you can live in a
modern loft overlooking
an 18-acre park, walk
to work at an urban
corporate campus across
the street, and grab
dinner and a movie at
night.”
– Amanda Buckley, director of marketing and
business development, OMNIPLAN
of the city’s full capabilities.
That’s not discounting what residents can
expect from Midtown in the long run, including
shopping, entertainment and even retirement
options, and the district has the capacity to
satisfy what Uptown and Downtown cannot.
Uptown and Downtown thrive, but hardly
manage to reach those Dallas residents living
farther north on a regular basis. Midtown
will offer similar services and atmosphere,
but with a central location at 635 and the
Toll Road. It provides business executives
the opportunity to reside within driving
distance to work, while still close enough to
feel included in city happenings south of LBJ. It
attracts considerably different demographics –
millennials and baby boomers alike are eagerly
anticipating the start of progress. Families in
northern suburbs will be drawn to Midtown as a
result of schools, jobs or simply the excitement
of its countless attractions, helping to revive the
recently quiet and bleak landscape.
For EF Properties, the overarching motive
behind building in the desired new area was
the location. The real estate agency recognizes
that as southern and northern regions continue
to fall victim to heavy traffic and congestion,
Midtown offers an open and constant link
to nearly anywhere in the DFW Metroplex,
recently abetted by the completion of LBJ
construction and the addition of TEXpress
Lanes.
“We feel it’s the best location in Dallas and
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is primed for redevelopment. When it’s done,
we want to walk along an attractive street front
and enjoy parks, new urbanist construction and
all the great amenities that an area like this will
have.” If you’re familiar with the conceptual
illustrations, then you know that we’re all
sharing a similar dream.
The lure is that no one actually needs to
leave; it’s a city within a city, and between
the food, shopping, entertainment, and work
and recreational contributions, it provides
residents with all the basic provisions. Even
when hosting a large number of guests – groups
too cumbersome for Midtown’s smaller living
spaces– hotels within the area allow for easy,
convenient accommodations.
“It’s really meant to be a complement to the
western bookend,” according to Beck, “that’s
kind of a local and regional shopping experience.
So, the eastern bookend is more of what I like to
call a live, work, eat. The main street that we’re
creating will be much more of an ‘eatertainment’
street.”
We’re all awaiting the final product, and

permit. The mall coming down is the first
link to the park and those first four acres. As
green space pops up throughout the district,
availability will be on the rise as well. But
according to Council Member Kleinman, we’re
moving right along with a hotel and a luxury
apartment complex well underway – Marriott
and Mill Creek’s Modera near the Galleria –
with another hotel set to begin construction
in the near future.
We’re looking at a 20- to 25-year project for
full build-out, but we’re several years into it, and
we already see significant headway being made.
Time will fly, and before we know it, we’ll forget
what sat vacant in its place. It’s an exciting time
for North Dallas, but it’s also an exciting time
for Addison.
As a town located in the North Dallas
Corridor, Addison values the close-knit
community and small town charm, with
all the perks of living in a big city. We’re
in close proximity to shopping, food and
entertainment, but in a location more serene
and less overwhelmed by typical Dallas chaos.

the anticipation only continues to build. But
the daunting question everyone seems to be
thinking is this: is it going to happen in our
lifetime? The answer is yes.
Much of the anticipated advancement
depends on the demolition of Valley View
Center, currently on hold while awaiting a

Midtown stands to affect Addison in a number
of positive ways, starting with a population
growth of 15,000 people.
With the previous mention of peaceful
settings, it may sound like it has the potential to
create an adverse effect on our humble locale, but
it will inexorably drive economics and additional
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offerings. And while the redevelopment plans
to provide supplementary living space, we’re
bound to experience an increase in the number
of neighborhoods or an increase in the number
of residents improvements, in our neighborhood
as well.
“It is exciting to see the Dallas Midtown
project begin the process of redevelopment. It
certainly helps to reinvent the area so it remains
relevant and economically competitive,”
Orlando Campos, director of economic
development & tourism said. “I think that it
will help have a positive impact on Addison in
helping to attract more talent to the area who
will choose to live there. This will not only
help attract quality companies to the area, but
also have a strong trickle-down effect on our
restaurants, hotels, retail and special events.”
“ B e t we e n S o u t h e r n a n d B e l t L i n e ,
there’s actually quite an increase in Addison
multifamily developments ,” says Kleinman, “so
we’re hoping that as the tide rises, the older ones
will be removed and replaced, and the newer
ones can improve the quality of housing .”
It’s a trend with which North Dallas residents
are familiar and comfortable. When it comes
to desired services and activities, there’s no
issue in crossing town lines, just as Midtown
occupants will inevitably visit Addison.
Dallas is currently working on an automated
people mover set to circulate the redeveloped

area and its northern neighbors. Similar to the
system in place at DFW airport that transports
travelers from one terminal to the other, this
particular route will wind through Addison
up to the Cotton Belt, before heading back
down south. In addition to LBJ, Preston and
the Tollway, this will be one more way to create
a steady flow of traffic around Midtown. The
execution will have a constructive effect on
the Addison community, connectivity being
an essential aspect.
Plans for Dallas Midtown have all the
fascination of a futuristic cityscape, and, albeit
a long process, the implementation of the new
urban setting has been educational, bringing
awareness to the needs and desires of our city
residents. We’re more cognizant of what matters
to the city and those who comprise it than we’ve
ever been before, and the district is positioned
to extend itself well beyond the bounds of the
actual development.
When it’s all said and done, Dallas Midtown
will be home to Scott Beck. He’ll reside in the
Hotel Condo Tower on the Park, enjoying the
great restaurants and concerts in the luscious
greenery spanning for acres. In fact, it will most
likely cover the area where he once rode his
bike, long before he ever imagined it may one
day house his brainchild.
It’s a pivotal project, and it’s going to take
time.

“I think that it will
help have a positive
impact on Addison
in helping to attract
more talent to the area
who will choose to live
there. This will not only
help attract quality
companies to the area,
but also have a strong
trickle-down effect on
our restaurants, hotels,
retail and special
events.”
– Orlando Campos, director of economic
development & tourism, Town of Addison
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